Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Embraer > Legacy 650

Price: Please Call

Year: 2013

Location: England, United Kingdom, Europe

TTAF: 4701

Aircraft Highlights:
The Legacy 650 is the latest addition of the hugely successful Legacy series aircraft. Providing the same spacious 3 zone cabin, highly appointed with the Ovation CabinSelect management and entertainment systems, unrivalled baggage capacity with enhanced soundproofing. Honeywell Primus Elite avionics enhances the overall safety and operational experience. The complete 650 package makes this the perfect way to travel 3900nms. SPECIAL NOTE This aircraft held FAA, ANAC & EASA Certification

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
TTAF 4701 Cycles 1933

Avionics:
EFIS (ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENT) FIVE (5) 8 "X7" LCD DISPLAYS ISIS (INTEGRATED STANDBY INSTRUMENTS SYSTEM) SINGLE HONEYWELL PRIMUS FMS (FLIGHT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM) DUAL HONEYWELL FMS VERSION 5.2 IRS (INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEM) DUAL HONEYWELL LASER EFIV GPS (GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM) DUAL HONEYWELL PRIMUS ADC (AIRDATA COMPUTER) DUAL RVSM COMPATIBLE ADC NAV (NAVIGATION) DUAL HONEYWELL RNZ-851 DME (DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT) DUAL HONEYWELL RNZ-851 ADF (AUTOMATIC DIRECTION FINDER) DUAL HONEYWELL RNZ-851 RMU (RADIO MANAGEMENT UNIT) DUAL HONEYWELL RM-855 CMC (CENTRAL MAINTENANCE COMPUTER) SINGLE MEGGITT VERSION 14 VHF COM (VERY HIGH FREQ. COMMUNICATION) TRIPLE HONEYWELL RCZ-833W/8.33KHZ SPACING EFB ELECTRONIC FLIGHT BAG HF COM (HIGH FREQ. COMMUNICATIONS) DUAL COLLINS KRX-1053W SELCAL SATCOM SINGLE HONEYWELL
HD-710 RADAR SINGLE HONEYWELL WU-880 W/TUR-BULENCE DETECTION RADAR ALT (RADAR ALTIMETER)
SINGLE HONEYWELL RT-300 XPNDR (TRANSPONDER) DUAL HONEYWELL PRIMUS MODE S EGPS (ENHANCED
GROUND PROXIMITY WARNING SYSTEM) SINGLE HONEYWELL MARK V W/ TAWS & WINDSHEAR WARNING TCAS
(TRAFFIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM) SINGLE HONEYWELL TCAS II VERSION 7.1 CVR (COCKPIT VOICE
RECODER) SINGLE SS CVR FDR (FLIGHT DATA RECORDER) SINGLE SS FDR (88 PARAMETERS) ELT
(EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER) SINGLE ARTEX C406-2 (406MHz) CMU - COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGEMENT UNIT WITH 3RD VHF SMART SOFTWARE SMART RUNWAY TM AND SMART LANDING TM HIGH
FREQUENCY COMMUNICATIONS 2ND (SECOND) HF CONNECTIVITY & ENTERTAINMENT HIGH SPEED INTERNET
SWIFT BROADBAND HIGH SPEED DATA SYSTEM DISPLAY/TV MONITOR (S) TWO FORWARD LCD HIGH DEFINITION
MONITORS AND ONE REAR HIGH DEFINITION MONITOR INDIVIDUAL MONITORS PROVISIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL
MONITORS WITH RECEPTACLES (WITHOUT MONITORS) VIP CONTROL VIP CONTROLLER IN FORWARD AND AFT
PRINCIPLE SEATS, WITH ADDITIONAL REMOTE CONTROL “PRONTO” CABIN SELECT DEVICE. MEDIA CENTER FULL
MEDIA CENTER - 2ND BLU-RAY, 2ND IPOD, TWO ZONE VAILANCE SURROUND SOUND, AU X PANEL AND OUTLET
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT: PROVISIONS FOR EXTENDED OVER WATER OPERATION AIRCRAFT HOLDS FAA SERVICE
BULLETIN TOW BAR (LOOSE ITEM) CERTIFICATION FOR STEEP APPROACH AND CANNES AIRPORT PLA CARD
ADDITIONAL OXYGEN BOTTLE (77 CUFT. OXYGEN BOTTLE) PILOT SEATS IN SHEEP SKIN NAVIGATION &
COMPLIANCE: ADS-B OUT CPDLC FANS 1/A WAAS/LPV 8.33 COM RVSM RNP 10 MNPS B-RNAV TCAS 7.1

Interior & Entertainment:
Cabin Description: 13 Passenger configuration X3 Satellite phone handsets/Blu-Ray player Premium sound system Two
forward LCD High Definition monitors and one rear High Definition monitor iPhone & PC interface Fully enclosed aft &
forward lavatories 6 Single seats, leg rest LOPA A - 6 (Six) in total Conference group with 4 single seats 1 Divan with 3
seats Mid cabin curtain divider separating the 3rd zone Power outlets 230 voltage Floor finishing material (galley and aft
lavatory) Stone GALLEY EQUIPMENT Fully equipped galley Microwave oven Espresso coffee maker Second oven
(Additional convection oven) Refrigerator Two standard units/food container Flight Attendant seat with intercom handset
integrated PROGRAMS Engines covered by Rolls Royce Corporate Care

Exterior:
- Embraer brand livery bespoke scheme - Base Paint Color(s) - Embraer Snow White - Scheme Color(s) - Light Saphire, Grey
& Ocean Blue

Seller:
Burrows Aerospace
URL: https://www.avbuyer.com/dealers/details/Burrows-Aerospace
Phone: +44 (0)203 036 0017, Email: sb@burrowsaerospace.com

Sales Contact:
Simon Burrows Phone: +44 (0)203 036 0017, Email: sb@burrowsaerospace.com